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We introduce a general framework to predict how decision sets used in decision-making
experiments impact the quality of parameter estimates. We applied our framework to
cumulative prospect theory (CPT) to investigate the expected parameter discrimination
achieved by current research practices. Our approach revealed several regularities in the
ability of recent decision sets to recover CPT parameters. We analyzed 3 decision sets and
we found that (a) the randomly generated stimuli performed just as well as the
researcher designed stimuli, (b) outcome magnitude impacted the recoverability of
parameters, and (c) even under ideal circumstances, the parameters representing
loss aversion and choice sensitivity were associated with large amounts of error in
their estimates. Our analysis is the first to accurately predict the relative estimation
precision of each parameter of CPT. We additionally applied our framework to analyze
the decision sets that were used to produce the empirical evidence for the description–
experience gap. Specifically, we found that choices based on few experienced draws
from a gamble provided little information for estimating decision weights when
compared to equivalent description based choices. Therefore, choices between experienced gambles can be explained by a wider range of decision weights than choices
between equivalent described gambles, providing an alternative explanation for the
empirical evidence surrounding the description– experience gap. We conclude with
implications for future experiments designed to estimate parameters from choice data.
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We introduce a general mathematical framework to investigate the effectiveness of decision
sets to estimate free parameters from any cognitive model that produces a probabilistic prediction of choice. For example, extensive research has been dedicated to estimating the free
parameters for decision models that include cumulative prospect theory (CPT; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992), decision field theory (Busemeyer
& Townsend, 1993), and models of time discounting (Frederick, Loewenstein, & O’Donoghue,
2002). While our approach could be applied to
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any psychological domain that predicts dichotomous choices, our current focus is on monetary
decision-making research.
The goal of many decision-making experiments is to infer decision-makers’ (DMs’) preferences by observing their choices over a set of
decision problems. Those underlying preferences are typically represented by the free parameters of cognitive decision models estimated
from these choices. To achieve accurate estimates, the collection of decision problems
(henceforth decision set) must be designed so
the observed choice data can be used to distinguish between individuals with different preferences (i.e., different parameter values). Although parameter estimation from choice data is
common practice in decision-making research,
the expected power of a decision set to discriminate between DMs with different parameters is
not usually considered when evaluating experimental designs. We therefore propose a framework to measure the ability of choice data to
reveal an individual’s true preferences.
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Measuring the ability of a decision set to
distinguish between potential parameter values
has many benefits for guiding experimental design. First, it can be used to facilitate the creation of more efficient experiments. For example, researchers can remove decision problems
that are uninformative by identifying individual
decision problems (or sets of decision problems) where predicted choices do not depend on
the parameters. Additionally, decision models
often have multiple parameters of interest, but
the relative estimation precision of these parameters is unknown. This is especially important
because differences in the precision of estimated parameters (constrained to a bounded
range) can systematically bias conclusions
drawn from different decision sets (e.g., see our
analysis of the description– experience gap).
We demonstrate the desirability of our approach by using it to predict parameter recovery
for CPT (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). Of the
three decision sets we analyzed, we found that
(a) randomly generated stimuli performed just
as well as researcher designed stimuli, (b) outcome magnitude impacted the recoverability of
parameters, and (c) the parameters such as loss
aversion and choice sensitivity were associated
with large amounts of error in their estimates.
Finally, our approach also revealed a potential
problem with the empirical analysis of the description– experience gap (D–E gap; Hau,
Pleskac, Kiefer, & Hertwig, 2008; Hertwig,
Barron, Weber, & Erev, 2004). Decision sets
related to the D–E gap may suffer from a design
problem that reduces their ability to accurately
reveal the impact of probability on choice. We
were able to contribute to these topics by investigating the statistical properties of experimental designs currently used for studying prospect
theory.
Methods for Parameter Estimation
There are two prominent methods for estimating decision model parameters in psychological research that differ in respect to estimation accuracy: direct scaling and choice data
estimation. One example of direct scaling relies
on eliciting dollar amounts that are equal in
subjective value to a gamble (i.e., a certainty
equivalent; Gonzalez & Wu, 1999; Luce, 1992;
Prelec, 1998; Tversky & Fox, 1995). Choice
data estimation relies on the elicitation of
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choices between two or more gambles in order
to back-calculate underlying preferences
(Glöckner & Pachur, 2012; Nilsson, Rieskamp,
& Wagenmakers, 2011).
While direct scaling has been heavily relied
on in psychological research, there are several
limitations to this method. First, scaling can be
time consuming. Some elicitation procedures
require personal interaction between the decision analyst and the DM in order to ensure
mutual understanding of the procedures. Second, scaling results can differ depending on the
method of elicitation that is used by the researcher (Lichtenstein & Slovic, 1971; Por &
Budescu, 2013; Tversky, Slovic, & Kahneman,
1990; Tversky & Thaler, 1990) and the DM’s
ability to express their values in the required
response mode (Fischhoff, 1991; Fischhoff,
2005). One potential cause for these differences
is that bias is introduced by scaling methods.
Indeed, recent studies have demonstrated bias in
the elicitation of certainty equivalents due to
context and mere-presentation effects (Erev,
Glozman, & Hertwig, 2008).
Using choice data estimation as an alternative
approach to estimating decision model parameters has become more prominent in recent years.
Choice data is commonly used to find best fit
decision model parameters, typically with numerical maximum likelihood methods (Glöckner & Pachur, 2012; Pachur, Hanoch & Gummerum, 2010; Rieskamp, 2008; Stott, 2006).1
While the elicitation of choices can reduce participant biases, it can also have the unintended
consequence of increasing the variance in estimated parameters.
Parameter Recovery From Choice Data
Optimizing parameter recovery for decisionmaking experiments involves evaluating the decision problems in terms of the information
each response provides regarding the parameters of interest. Information in most choice
based experiments is defined using Fisher information, and experimental designs that maximize this metric of information are considered
D-optimal (Kiefer, 1959). D-optimal designs
for nonlinear decision models depend on the
1

See Nilsson et al. (2011) for alternative estimation
methods such as hierarchical Bayesian estimation.
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true values of the parameters being estimated.
When these values are unknown, determining a
single optimal design becomes more difficult.
Chang and Ying (1996) propose an approach
based on Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence that
is particularly useful in these settings. They
apply KL divergence to the likelihood functions
given by two competing parameter values for a
set of decision problems, in order to measure
the ability of the decision problems to discriminate between the two parameter values. Chang
and Ying show that designing experiments using KL divergence is superior to designing stimuli using Fisher information when there is large
uncertainty about the true parameter value.
An alternative framework for maximizing parameter estimation uses the Bayes D-optimum
criterion. This approach has also been extensively applied to adaptive design optimization
for cognitive and decision models (Cavagnaro,
Gonzalez, Myung, & Pitt, 2012; Cavagnaro,
Pitt, & Myung, 2011; Myung, Cavagnaro, &
Pitt, 2013). This criterion optimizes the reduction in uncertainty about the true parameter
values achieved by an experiment. However,
Bayes D-optimality is computationally complex, requiring the evaluation of the joint information gain from an entire experiment. For a
choice experiment with N decision problems,
this requires 2N computations inside an integral
across the prior parameter distribution.
While both of these frameworks would work
for our purposes, we use the criteria introduced
by Chang and Ying (1996) and extended by
Veldkamp and van der Linden (2002). This
criteria was developed for adaptive designs that
optimize the next stimuli based on previous
responses. We have adapted this criterion to
develop a framework for evaluating static designs where a single set of stimuli is given to
each DM. Static experiments typically use maximum likelihood estimation for parameter recovery, which requires all the assumptions
needed for Chang and Ying’s criterion, directly
linking the criterion’s interpretation with the
estimation routine. We use this information criterion as a measure to rank decision sets for
what we will call parameter discrimination.2
This measure can be interpreted as the expected
power of a static decision set to distinguish a
DM from a different DM, when both DMs are
independently and randomly drawn from a distribution of DMs. This interpretation perfectly

matches the setup of a majority of laboratory
experiments designed to use a single decision
set to estimate parameters from a collection of
randomly sampled DMs.
Our proposed methodology can be used to (a)
evaluate the effectiveness of existing decision
sets, (b) evaluate the impact of experimental
manipulations on parameter estimation, and (c)
compare the relative precision of multiple parameters. In addition to demonstrating the usefulness of this approach for choice experiments,
we outline the relationship between expected
parameter discrimination and the Bayes D-optimal criteria for static experimental designs
(also see Wang & Chang, 2011, for comparisons within computerized adaptive testing).
Specifically, we show that our criterion is an
upper bound for the Bayes D-optimality criteria.
Unlike previous research on (adaptive) design
optimization, our approach is less computationally intensive and does not require previous (or
any) responses from a DM. We are not proposing a substitute for adaptive design or design
optimization. However, we are proposing a
framework for evaluating parameter recovery
that can be easily computed and interpreted by
behavioral decision researchers using static experimental designs.
A Measure of Expected Parameter
Discrimination
Measuring Divergence of the
Likelihood Function
Consider a set of stimuli consisting of N
binary decision problems that are used to elicit
N choices from a DM.3 The vector of choices is
denoted x ⫽ 关x1 . . . xi . . . xN兴 with xi ⫽ 1 if the
first option is chosen, and xi ⫽ 0 if the second
option is chosen. Let  represent the vector of
parameters for a particular cognitive decision
model that predicts a probability for choosing
option 1 denoted i(). The likelihood of a
particular parameter vector given the observed
choices is defined as
2

We introduce this terminology because the term “information” is interpreted differently by the two standard approaches to optimal designs.
3
In this paper, we are considering only binary decision
problems. Our framework, however, trivially generalizes to
the settings with three or more decision problems.
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L( ⱍ x1, . . . , xN) ⫽ p(x ⱍ )
⫽

N

兿 i()x [1 ⫺ i()]1⫺x .
i

i

i⫽1
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(1)
Next we compute the KL divergence between
two likelihood functions assuming different parameter values. Measures of KL divergence are
expressed as DKL共p共A兲 储 p共B兲兲, where the double
bars indicate divergence, and defined as the
expected log-likelihood of the two distributions
with respect to the first distribution, given by

冋 册

DKL(p(A) 储 p(B)) ⫽ Ep(A)log

p(A)

p(B)

.

(2)

The KL divergence between any two distributions is non-negative and can be asymmetric,
meaning that DKL共p共A兲 储 p共B兲兲 ⱖ 0 need not
equal DKL共p共B兲 储 p共A兲兲 ⱖ 0. KL divergence is
also a measure of relative entropy (Cover &
Thomas, 1991; Kullback & Leibler, 1951). Entropy in bits is computed with logarithms of
base 2 and can be interpreted as the average
number of yes/no questions required to describe
a distribution. Relative entropy is defined as the
additional bits of information required to describe the true distribution when assuming an
alternative distribution.
Let a DM’s true parameters be denoted as 0
and alternative parameters be denoted as 1.
The parameter discrimination for an entire experiment can be expressed as
DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x ⱍ 1))
⫽

N

兺

i⫽1

DKL(p(xi ⱍ 0) 储 p(xi ⱍ 1)).
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sumptions: (a) expected multivariate parameter
discrimination (MPD), (b) expected univariate
parameter discrimination (UPD), and (c) parameter discrimination as an effect size.
Multivariate parameter discrimination.
The expected divergence between likelihoods
given competing parameters is calculated by
modeling the uncertainty in the parameters using a distribution p() over the parameter space,
adopting a Bayesian philosophy with p() as the
prior (Veldkamp & van der Linden, 2002). We
define MPD as the expected value of the divergence between the likelihood functions given 0
and 1 expressed as
MPD ⫽ Ep(0)Ep(1)关DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x ⱍ 1))兴
⫽

兰兰D

ⱍ0) 储 p(xⱍ1))p(0)

KL(p(x

0 1

⫻ p(1)d1d0.

(4)

Assuming that the prior distributions for the
true and alternative parameters are interchangeable, this expression produces a symmetrized
measure of divergence. The prior distributions
can be thought of as weighting functions for
computing the aggregate measure. Any theorized probability distribution can be used for
p() that has support over the range of viable
parameter values, for example, the uniform distribution will compute a simple mean (see the
Applications section for more details).
Additionally, MPD is an upper bound for the
Bayes D-optimum criterion (see Appendix A
for proof),
Bayes D-optimum

(3)

This value is a measure of the ability of the
entire decision set to distinguish the true parameter vector (0) from the alternate parameter
vector (1). The parameter discrimination of the
decision set is equal to the sum of the parameter
discrimination for each decision problem. Because KL divergence is non-negative, each additional decision problem will monotonically
increase the discriminal ability of the decision
set. Next we outline a series of aggregate level
measures, each based on more restrictive as-

⫽ Ex[DKL(p(0 ⱍ x) 储 p(0))]
⫽ Ep(0)[DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x))]
ⱕ Ep(0)Ep(1)[DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x ⱍ 1))].

(5)

MPD can be interpreted as the expected
power to discriminate between the likelihood of
two randomly selected parameters whereas the
Bayes D-optimum criterion can be interpreted
as the expected uncertainty reduction between
of the likelihood of the true parameter and the
marginal likelihood across all potential param-
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eter values.4 Based on this relationship, we can
draw the following conclusions: (a) low measures of MPD, such as an MPD ⫽ 0, indicate
that parameters cannot be estimated with the
current experiment; and (b) decision sets with
high MPD can be interpreted as having good
power, on average, to discriminate a randomly
drawn DM from another randomly drawn DM,
assuming each choice is made independently.
The limitations of MPD are the following: (a)
maximizing MPD does not imply Bayesian optimality, and (b) MPD cannot jointly account
for the information obtained from the experiment; each decision problem is treated as an
independent experiment. However, the assumption of independence is also required for maximum likelihood estimation and the simplicity of
MPD allows easier computation when studying
nonlinear cognitive models with many decision
problems. While the Bayes D-optimum criterion may be better at optimizing decision set
efficiency for each individual, the proposed
MPD measure presents a desirable approach to
analyzing static experiments designed for maximum likelihood estimation.
Univariate parameter discrimination.
Next, we outline a method for decomposing the
MPD measure in Equation 4 to each individual
model parameter. The first integral in Equation
4 is computed over the true parameter values,
0, and the second integral is computed over the
alternative parameter values, 1. We can compute Equation 4 for a subset of parameter values
by constraining any of the individual alternative
parameters to be equal to the true parameter
value. This operation will reduce the dimensions of the alternative parameter integral by
each constrained parameter. For example, consider two parameters such that  ⫽ 关␣, ␥兴. Assuming the true value of ␥ is known, we can
compute Equation 4 by constraining ␥1 ⫽ ␥0 as
follows:
MPD␣ ⫽

兰 冋兰 D

KL(p(x

0 ␣1

册

ⱍ ␣0, ␥0) 㛳 p(x ⱍ ␣1, ␥0))

⫻ p(␣1)d␣1 p(0)d0 .

of ␥ is known. However, this measure for discriminating ␣ does not account for any potential
reduction in the discrimination of ␣ due to the
misspecification of ␥.
To account for potential parameter interactions, we develop a measure that accounts for
the expected discrimination produced by a target parameter in the presence of the remaining
parameters. For any alternative parameter vector with J model parameters, there are 2J total
ways to constrain subsets of parameters. We can
compute the marginal divergence of a target
parameter by subtracting the MPD for a subset
of parameters where a target parameter is constrained from the MPD for the same parameter
subset where the target parameter is unconstrained. We propose a measure of UPD as the
overall average of the marginal divergence of a
target parameter across all parameter subsets.
This measure provides a useful decomposition
of the MPD to each of the individual parameters
and accounts for the interactions between parameters by considering all possible parameter
combinations. For example, the UPD of ␣ in the
two-parameter example is given by
UPD␣ ⫽ .5(MPD[␣,␥] ⫺ MPD␥)
⫹ .5(MPD␣ ⫺ 0).

This measure is the average difference in
MPD when ␣ is constrained to be known compared to when ␣ is unconstrained across all
parameter combinations with constrained and
unconstrained ␥. The interpretation of UPD is
the same as MPD. When UPD ⫽ 0, the target
parameter cannot be estimated with the current
experiment. Higher UPD predicts better power,
on average, to discriminate between two randomly drawn values of the target parameter.
Additionally we can also derive a measure of
parameter interaction. We define the percent
reduced discrimination (PRD) for the target parameter ␣ as
PRD␣ ⫽ 1 ⫺ (UPD␣ ⁄ MPD␣).

(6)

The subscript denotes which parameters are
unconstrained. In the two-parameter case, this
measure computes the expected discrimination
for the parameter ␣ assuming that the true value

(7)

4

(8)

We thank a blind reviewer for pointing out the connection between these two approaches.
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This measure can be computed for each parameter in the decision model and is interpreted
as a measure of parameter interaction. More
specifically, this measure captures the percent
reduction in expected parameter discrimination
caused by the misspecification of the remaining
parameters in the model. This measure is
bounded by the interval (0, 1) and a PRD of 0%
indicates that the misspecification of the remaining parameters has no impact on recovering the target parameter. Larger values of PRD
indicate that the remaining parameters have
more influence on the recovery of the target
parameter.
Interpreting Parameter Discrimination
as an Effect Size
The measures presented above are useful for
comparing two or more decision sets (we demonstrate the effectiveness of these measures to rank
existing decision sets in the next section). While
we believe these measures are valuable complements to existing statistical tools in model fitting,
experimenters who use these measures still face
an important problem: how to evaluate whether a
particular decision set is good enough.
Such problems are ubiquitous in the experimental sciences. While it is fairly easy to compare the
relative strength of two phenomena, or in our case,
the relative desirability of two decision sets, it is
difficult to establish objective guidelines to evaluate an individual effect size for a decision set
independently of a comparison standard. One solution to this problem is to use existing consensus.
For example, signal detection theory (Green &
Swets, 1966) provides a measure of discrimination ability, d=, which is a standardized measure of
the distance between two normal distributions
(similar to the effect size measure Cohen’s d;
Cohen, 1988). It is possible to translate parameter
discrimination into the domain of signal detection
theory to facilitate interpretation of the overall
adequacy of a decision set.
Univariate parameter discrimination effect size. The measure d= is a mean shift between two standard normal distributions, and
we can analytically solve for the KL divergence
for such a shift. Let p(x) ⫽ N(0, 1) and
q共x兲 ⫽ N共0 ⫹ d', 1兲, then we can solve for
Dbits ⫽ DKL共p共x兲 储 q共x兲兲 as the following equality:

Dbits ⫽
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(d')2
2 ⴱ ln(2)

.

(9)

The KL divergence is a function of the mean
shift d= and does not depend on the value of 0
(see proof in Appendix B). Finally, we solve for
d= so the mean shift between two standard normal distributions can be computed as a function
of the KL divergence, given by
d' ⫽ 兹2 ⴱ ln(2) ⴱ Dbits .

(10)

This equality shows that an estimate of KL
divergence between any two distributions (denoted Dbits) can be easily related to an equivalent d= for a Gaussian signal detection experiment.
We propose evaluating the discriminability of parameters estimated from choice data by computing an equivalent d= based on the expected discrimination generated by a constant shift in a
parameter value. This measure can then be evaluated based on the same (existing) standards as
those applied to signal detection theory for d= (or
effect sizes using Cohen’s d).
In order to use the signal detection framework we need to alter our measures to better
mimic the divergence of normal distributions.
The divergence between two normal distributions has two unique properties associated with
the location scale family: (a) It is symmetric, that is
DKL共N共0, 1兲 储 N共d', 1兲兲 ⫽ DKL共N共d', 1兲 储 N共0, 1兲兲. (b)
The computation is a function only of d= and not
of 0. These properties do not hold in more
general settings. To account for these differences, our effect size measure is based on a
symmetrized measure of KL divergence. The
parameter discrimination effect size for a target
parameter is computed using the same method
as UPD, except the alternative target parameter
is constrained to be the true parameter plus a
shift ␦. For example, using the two-parameter
case where  ⫽ 关␣, ␥兴, discriminating ␣ parameters that are a distance of ␦ apart from each
other is computed using the following symmetrized measure of KL divergence:
1
2

关DKL(p(x ⱍ ␣0, ␥0) 储 p(x ⱍ ␣0 ⫹ ␦, ␥1))
⫹ DKL(p(x ⱍ ␣0 ⫹ ␦, ␥1) 储 p(x ⱍ ␣0, ␥0))兴
(11)
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The expected effect size in bits, denoted D̂共␦兲, is
computed by replacing the KL divergence function in Equation 6 with the symmetrized KL
divergence function in Equation 11. The effect
size for the discrimination of each parameter is
computed using the exact same method outlined
for computing UPD (as the average marginal
divergence of the target parameter shifted by ␦).
The value of D̂共␦兲 can be used to estimate
ˆ ⫽
d'
2 ⴱ ln共2兲 ⴱ D̂共␦兲 as the distance between two normal distributions, which is equivalent to the expected divergence of the target
parameter by a shift of ␦.
ˆ is the number of
The interpretation of d'
standard deviations between the means of two
standard normal distributions. We can judge the
ˆ by the expected false
usefulness of a given d'
alarms and correct hits generated by a decision
threshold that symmetrically divides the two
distributions. The false alarm rate and hit rate
ˆ ⫽ 1 are 0.31 and 0.69, respectively. An
for d'

兹

ˆ ⱖ 4 indicates very good discrimiestimate of d'
nal ability (false alarm rate ⬍ 0.05; hit rate ⬎
ˆ ⱖ 6 indicates nearly error free
0.95) and d'
discriminal ability (false alarm rate ⬍ 0.001; hit
rate ⬎ 0.999).

Applications
We apply our methodology to CPT to demonstrate the flexibility of our approach. CPT
is the most widely used model of risky choice
and contains many complicated mathematical
operations that limit the ability to solve for
optimal designs. Our methodology and computational approach is performed numerically
and can therefore be easily extended to any
cognitive decision model (with free parameters) that produces a probabilistic prediction,
such as decision field theory (Busemeyer &
Townsend, 1993) or configural-weight theory
(Birnbaum, 2008) for risky choice; exponential, hyperbolic, or quasihyperbolic discounting (Frederick et al., 2002) for intertemporal
choice; and inequality aversion (Fehr &
Schmidt, 1999) for altruistic choice.

Cumulative Prospect Theory’s
Functional Forms
Risky decision-making involves the evaluation of gambles. We can write a two-outcome
gamble G, with each outcome yj having a pj
chance of being realized, as (y1, p1; y2, p2).
Decision models for risky choice are often compared using choices between these gambles. For
example, Kahneman and Tversky’s (1979) seminal research used 12 decision problems with
each problem consisting of two such gambles.
Kahneman and Tversky used differences in observed choice proportions to demonstrated the
descriptive superiority of prospect theory over
expected utility. More recently, it has become
standard practice to use choice data over many
pairs of gambles to estimate individual-level or
pooled group-level parameters for different
risky decision models (see, Donkers, Melenberg, & van Soest, 2001; Glöckner & Pachur,
2012; Harrison, Humphrey, & Verschoor, 2009;
Holt & Laury, 2002; Nilsson et al., 2011; Pachur et al., 2010; Rieskamp, 2008; Stott, 2006;
Wu & Markle, 2008).
CPT (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) assumes
that DMs display diminishing sensitivity in both
gains and losses, overweigh small probabilities,
and underweigh large probabilities. Many parameterizations and functional forms for CPT
have been developed and tested over the years.
Following the recommendation of Stott (2006),
we model CPT using the power value function
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) and the Prelec
(1998) one-parameter probability weighting
function. As we only consider choices between
pairs of gambles, we use the logit choice function (also recommended by Stott) to transform
gamble values into choice probabilities. In the
following paragraphs, we introduce a vector of
4 parameters  ⫽ [␣, ␥, , ε] that captures CPT
based on these functional forms.
The probabilistic choice prediction from CPT
is given by a logit transformation:
(G1) ⫽

1

⫺ (V(G1)⫺V(G2)) .

1⫹e

(12)

The choice probability is a function of the
choice-sensitivity parameter, ε, and the subjective values of each gamble, V(G1) and V(G2).
The choice-sensitivity parameter determines the
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amount of randomness in an individuals’
choice, where ε ⫽ 0 implies completely random
choices regardless of subjective value. Increasing values of ε imply more correspondence to
differences in subjective value.
The subjective evaluations of gambles follow
the CPT (Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) framework of separating gains and losses, given by
V(G) ⫽

v(y j) ⴱ w⫹(p j) ⫹ 兺 v(y j) ⴱ w⫺(p j).
兺
⫹
⫺
(13)

The value of a gamble, V(G), is the combined
valuation of the positive (⫹) and negative (⫺)
outcomes in a gamble, defined as the sum of the
subjective value of each outcome, v(yj), multiplied
by the decision weight, w(pj). The (⫹/⫺) symbols
identify the gain/loss separation for computing
cumulative probability weights. The subjective
value function is given by
v(y j) ⫽

再

y␣j

if y j ⱖ 0
␣

⫺(⫺y j)

if y j ⬍ 0

.

(14)

The parameter ␣ determines the sensitivity to
changes in value such that ␣ ⬍ 1 produces
diminishing sensitivity. The parameter  determines loss aversion such that  ⬎ 1 produces
choices where losses loom larger than gains.
The probability weighting function is given by
␥

W(⫹⁄⫺)(p j) ⫽ e⫺(⫺ln(p j)) .

(15)

The parameter ␥ determines the decision
weights such that ␥ ⬍ 1 produces choices that
overweight small probabilities.
The decision weights are computed by separating positive and negative outcomes and computing the difference between cumulative
weights separately for gains and losses. Let
outcomes be ordered from smallest to largest
such that y j⫺1 ⬍ y j ⬍ y j⫹1. The weight of
outcome yj having probability of pj is given by
w⫹(p j) ⫽ W⫹(p j 艛 p j⫹1) ⫺ W⫹(p j⫹1) if y j ⬎ 0,
(16)
w⫺(p j) ⫽ W⫺(p j⫺1 艛 p j) ⫺ W⫺(p j⫺1) if y j ⬍ 0.
(17)
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The subjective evaluation of each gamble is a
function of the diminishing-sensitivity parameter, ␣, the probability weighting parameter, ␥,
and the loss-aversion parameter, . The negative and positive outcomes are constrained to
have the same diminishing-sensitivity parameter, ␣, and probability weighting parameter, ␥.
This ensures that the only difference between
losses and gains are produced by the lossaversion parameter . Nilsson et al. (2011) recommend constraining risk tolerance parameters
to be equal for gains and losses to achieve better
estimates of loss aversion, , and reduce parameter interaction. We also constrained the decision-weighting parameter in the same way to
simplify our analysis.
Parameter Discrimination for
Cumulative Prospect Theory
Our proposed measures of parameter discrimination can be used to quantitatively evaluate experimental decision sets. We selected
three decision sets recently used for CPT parameter estimation referred to as Stott (2006);
Erev, Roth, Slonim, and Barron (2002); and
Glöckner and Pachur (2012). We included these
decision sets because they were all used to
estimate parameters from CPT using maximum
likelihood, but differed with respect to many
dimensions: (a) the total number of choices
elicited from each individual (N), (b) the
method used to design the decision set (designed vs. random), (c) the outcome domain
(gains only vs. mixed), (d) the nominal outcome
scale, and (e) the realized incentive scale. Table
1 provides a schematic outline of the differences
between these three decision sets.
Stott (2006) provided a discussion of designing his decision set suggesting that “intuitively,
a good question set needs to contain a range of
questions that can separate the relatively risk
seeking from the relatively risk averse participants” (p. 112). Additionally, Stott’s decision
set was designed to minimize parameter interaction problems, where choices could be explained equally well with different combinations of parameter values. The second decision
set was used by Rieskamp (2008) and was generated by Erev et al. (2002). Rieskamp defended
the use of this decision set because it was generated randomly and would not give any model
an unfair advantage (henceforth, Erev et al.,
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Table 1
Summary of the Decision Sets

Decision set
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Erev et al. (2002)
Glöckner and
Pachur (2012)
Stott (2006)

Number of
decision problems
(N)
200
138
90

Generation method

Outcome
domain

Absolute
nominal outcome
(exchange rate)

Randomly generated
Gains only 0–100 points (40:1)
Mix of designed and
Mixed
€0– €1,000 (100:1)
random
Experimenter designed Gains only £0–£40,000 (8,000:1)

2002, decision set). The final decision set was
used by Glöckner and Pachur (2012) and consisted of a collection of decision sets from previous experiments. The authors stated that they
specifically included the decision sets of Holt
and Laury (2002) and Gachter, Johnson, and
Herrmann (2007) because these two decision
sets were designed to measure risk aversion and
loss aversion. Of the three decision sets, the
Glöckner and Pachur decision set is the only
decision set that can estimate loss aversion because the Stott and Erev et al. decision sets are
strictly in the domain of gains.
The scale of the nominal outcomes for the
gambles is different for each of these decision
sets. In absolute value, the Erev et al. (2002)
outcomes are in the range [1 point, 100 points],
the Glöckner and Pachur (2012) outcomes are in
the range [€0, €1,000], and the Stott (2006)
outcomes are in the range [£0, £40,000]. Stott
(2006) chose to use high nominal values that
were representative of an average U.K. income
“to represent the important financial decisions
an average person can expect to encounter in
their lives” (p. 112). The remaining two studies
did not provide a justification for their choice of
nominal outcomes. Although not explicitly
stated in these experiments, we assume that the
nominal outcomes were used for parameter fitting.
Additionally, the actual payments used to incentivize choices were also different in each
experiment. In absolute value, the range of realized incentives (in U.S. dollars) for each experiment was [$0.025, $2.50], [$0, $14], and
[$0, $9.25] for the Erev et al., Glöckner and
Pachur, and Stott decision sets, respectively.
Whether we believe that participants in these
experiments were making choices based on the
nominal values or the realized outcomes is an
important psychological question that is beyond

Absolute realized
outcomes
($ U.S.)
$0.025–$2.50
$0.00–$14.00
$0.00–$9.25

the scope of the current paper. In general we
would expect that outcome scale and the choicesensitivity parameter are highly dependent on
each other such that large nominal outcome
scales with little realized value should correspond to lower choice-sensitivity estimates than
small outcome scales with a lot of realized value
(e.g., see Kachelmeier & Shehata, 1992).
Prior parameter distributions. We chose
prior parameter distributions based on the results of previous research. The ranges for diminishing sensitivity (␣), decision weighting
(␥), and loss aversion () have been well established in the literature (see, e.g., Glöckner &
Pachur, 2012; Nilsson et al., 2011; Rieskamp,
2008). We marginalized over parameters that
represent diminishing sensitivity, overweighting small probabilities, and losses looming
larger than gains using the ranges in Table 2.
There is less empirical evidence about appropriate ranges for choice sensitivity. Glöckner
and Pachur (2012) produced median estimates
of choice sensitivity in the range of 0.06 ⱕ ε ⱕ
0.13 and Nilsson et al. (2011) produced estimates of choice sensitivity in the range of
0.18 ⱕ ε ⱕ 0.25. Based on these results, using
a low range of sensitivity with 0 ⬍ ε ⬍ 1 should
capture the population of DMs making choices
in our chosen experiments. Because the units of
choice sensitivity are dependent on the units of

Table 2
Parameter Ranges Used for Computing
Parameter Discrimination
Parameter
Diminishing sensitivity: ␣
Probability weight: ␥
Loss aversion: 
Choice sensitivity: ε

Feasible range
0
0
1
0

⬍
⬍
ⱕ
⬍

␣
␥

ε

ⱕ
ⱕ
ⱕ
ⱕ

1
1
10
1
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the gamble payoffs, we first draw general comparisons of each experiment based on equated
outcomes (so that the range of ε will not influence the results) and then run a simulation analysis with unequal outcomes to demonstrate the
accuracy of our methodology.
We computed the expected parameter discrimination measures defined by Equations 4 –7
using Monte Carlo integration implemented in
MatLab. We used a uniform probability function for p() to equally weight all parameter
values in the ranges displayed in Table 2. This
distribution provides the most conservative test
of finding a lack of parameter recovery because
it equally weights extreme and central parameter values. In the following analyzes, the expected parameter discrimination results are presented in two ways: (a) the total bits
representing the power of the entire decision set
and (b) the bits per decision problem (bits/N)
representing the efficiency of the decision set.
Analysis with equated outcome magnitudes.
We first analyzed the relative performance of
each decision set when the outcome magnitudes
were constrained to be equal. Outcome scale
interacts with choice sensitivity complicating
comparisons between decision sets. We there-
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fore first evaluated if any of the decision sets
could outperform the others when outcomes and
choice sensitivity were held constant. Additionally, we explored the relationship between outcome scale and choice sensitivity.
For each decision set we computed a multiplier to rescale the maximal outcomes to be
equal to 1,000. We then multiplied the equated
decision sets by a common percentage that varied the maximal outcome values from 0 to
1,000. We computed for each decision set the
MDP for diminishing-sensitivity, decisionweighting, and loss-aversion parameters while
fixing the choice-sensitivity parameter to a constant. We computed MPD using three fixed values of choice sensitivity, 0.5, 1, and 2, representing reduced, one-to-one, and elevated
sensitivity, respectively.
Figure 1 displays the MPD with varying values of outcome scales and choice sensitivity for
each of the decision sets. The top row of Figure
1 shows the impact of outcome scale on total
MPD in bits and the bottom row shows the
impact of outcome scale on the bits per decision
problem (MPD/N). These graphs show that increasing outcome magnitudes and choice sensitivity increases parameter discrimination. We

Figure 1. Expected multivariate parameter discrimination (MPD) for each decision set. The
top row shows the expected discrimination achieved by the entire experiment, and the bottom
row shows the expected discrimination per decision problem. Each column is based on an
increasing fixed value of choice sensitivity from left to right. MPD/N ⫽ MPD bits per
decision problem. See the online article for the color version of this figure.
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can see that the Glöckner and Pachur (2012)
decision set performs better than the other decision sets for low-outcome scales and low
choice sensitivity. The efficiency of the Stott
(2006) decision set increases more than the remaining decision sets with higher-outcome
scales and choice sensitivity. This may be the
result of the large nominal outcome scale used
to design the Stott decision set. When outcome
scales are equated, there is little difference between the effectiveness of these experiments on
expected MPD per decision problem, despite
their design differences.
This analysis shows that outcome magnitude
and choice sensitivity perform similar functions
of magnifying the influence of the underlying
parameters in determining the subjective valuations of each gamble. Therefore, comparisons
of decision sets require careful consideration of
outcome scale. When outcome scale is equated,
the efficiency of each of these decision sets is
very similar, and the decision set with the most
decision problems is predicted to produce the
best results.
The relative recovery of each CPT parameter with equated outcome magnitudes. We
extended the previous analysis by investigating

the relative recovery of all of the free parameters using UPD and the ranges presented in
Table 2. Using the same procedure as before,
we equated the maximal outcome of each decision set, and varied the outcome magnitude
from 0 to 1,000. Figure 2 shows the UPD as a
function of maximal outcome scale for each of
the CPT parameters. The results show that the
diminishing-sensitivity parameter, ␣, has much
larger parameter discrimination than the remaining parameters. On average, the expected
discrimination for ␣ is 1.5 times that of ␥.
Finally, the loss-aversion and choice-sensitivity
parameters have much lower UPD compared to
diminishing-sensitivity and decision-weighting
parameters. The results in the bottom row of
Figure 2, controlling for the number choices,
reveal that the average expected parameter discrimination does not differ much for each of the
experiments when outcome scales are equated.
Prediction of parameter recovery with unequal outcome scales. Finally, we investigated the relative performance of each of these
decision sets with different outcome scales.
This analysis is a theoretical exercise intended
as a demonstration of the predictive ability of
the methodology. The generalizability of these

Figure 2. Expected univariate parameter discrimination (UPD) for each of the free parameters of cumulative prospect theory. The top row shows the expected discrimination achieved
by the entire experiment, and the bottom row shows the expected discrimination per decision
problem. UPD/N ⫽ UPD bits per decision problem. See the online article for the color version
of this figure.
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results is therefore limited to populations of
DMs as described by Table 2. We chose to
measure the usefulness of these decision sets
using two different types of outcomes: incentive
compatible and nominal. The incentive compatible outcome analysis was based on the realized
payments of each experiment in the common
currency of U.S. dollars (see Table 1). This
analysis followed a purely economic perspective looking at the expected precision of parameter estimates solely as a function of the incentives used in each experiment, similar to the
approach taken by von Winterfeldt and Edwards (1982). The incentive compatible outcomes are a “worst-case scenario,” where DMs
produced choices based on the realized payments. The nominal outcomes are a “best-case
scenario,” where DMs produced choices based
on the larger nominal outcome scales. This
analysis also included the effect-size discrimiˆ , in order to evaluate parameter disnation, d'
crimination in both relative and absolute terms.
We present the expected parameter discrimination in total bits and bits per decision problem
(bits/N) in the top row of Table 3. The left
(right) hand side of the table reports the results
for incentive compatible (nominal) outcomes.
The predictions based on total parameter discrimination and discrimination efficiency per
decision problem are the same. Our measures
predict the Glöckner and Pachur (2012) decision set to be the most accurate for the lower
magnitude (incentive compatible) outcomes and
the Stott (2006) to be the most accurate for the
higher magnitude (nominal) outcomes. Despite
having more decision problems, the Erev et al.
(2002) is predicted to be the least accurate decision set due to the lower outcome scales.
The second row of Table 3 displays the total
bits of effect-size discrimination and the estiˆ , for each parammated equivalent effect size, d'
eter based on a ␦ of 1/10 the total range of each
parameter. These results directly mimic the rank
ordering produced by MPD and UPD. The effect sizes for the incentive compatible outcomes
are very low (⬍1.75) for all parameters. However, the effect sizes for the nominal outcomes
are much higher, with diminishing sensitivity
and decision weights producing estimates
greater than three. While the effect size of the
diminishing sensitivity and decision weights increases substantially with higher outcome
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scales, the effect size of loss aversion and
choice sensitivity increase more slowly. Even in
the best case scenario where DMs focus on the
nominal outcomes, our measures predict that
loss aversion and choice sensitivity are less
recoverable, replicating the predictions from the
previous analysis with equated outcomes.
We additionally computed for each decision
set the percent reduction in expected parameter
discrimination presented in Equation 8. This
measure of parameter interaction captures the
reduction in expected discrimination for each
parameter caused by the misspecification of the
remaining parameters. The results are displayed
in the third row of Table 3. In general, each
decision set produced similar results across all
parameters. Diminishing sensitivity has the
lowest percent reduction for all three decision
sets, indicating that its recovery is least affected
by the values of the other parameters. The percent reduction in expected parameter discrimination was higher for the Stott (2006) decision
set compared to the Erev et al. (2002) random
decision set. This result is surprising because
the Stott (2006) decision set was designed to
reduce parameter interaction.
Simulated parameter recovery. We tested
the usefulness of our measures by estimating
parameters from simulated DMs with true parameter values distributed uniformly across the
ranges in Table 2. We compared our measures
of parameter discrimination to the root mean
squared error (RMSE) of the estimated parameters from each of the three decision sets. The
RMSE was chosen as a measure of error to
capture both variance and bias in estimates.
The simulation was designed to match our
methods for computing expected parameter discrimination by simulating choices from the CPT
functional forms in Equations 12–15. The simulation ran as follows: (a) each combination of
parameters were selected and taken to be the
true parameter vector, (b) 100 simulated DMs
made choices for the entire decision set, (c) 100
sets of parameters were estimated from these
choices, and (d) the RMSE was computed between the true parameter vector and the 100
estimated parameter vectors. Finally, the RMSE
of each parameter was averaged across all the
parameter combinations.
We performed parameter estimation using a
numerical maximum likelihood method to mini-

Note.

0.23
0.25
2.74
0.29

Average
RMSE

Average
RMSE

0.36
0.36
—
0.30

0.20
0.23
0.20
0.23

Percent

1.99
0.46
1.30
1.61

Bits

26.55
9.58
7.47
3.69
5.66

0.14
0.15
—
0.17

Percent

0.28
0.28
0.00
0.38

ˆ
d'

Bits

0.05
0.06
0.00
0.11

0.007
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.003

1.32
0.37
0.41
0.00
0.54

1.66
0.79
1.34
1.50

ˆ
d'

0.192
0.069
0.054
0.027
0.041

Bits/N

Bits

Bits/N

Bits

RMSE ⫽ root mean squared error.

Simulation results
Diminishing sensitivity: ␣
Probability weight: ␥
Loss aversion: 
Choice sensitivity: ε

Percent reduced discrimination
PRD␣
PRD␥
PRD
PRDε

Effect size discrimination
␣ with ␦ ⫽ 0.1
␥ with ␦ ⫽ 0.1
 with ␦ ⫽ 1.0
ε with ␦ ⫽ 0.1

Expected discrimination
MPD
UPD␣
UPD␥
UPD
UPDε

[$0.00–$14.00]

0.32
0.35
—
0.29

Average
RMSE

0.17
0.22
—
0.27

Percent

0.23
0.05
0.00
0.16

Bits

1.96
0.92
0.53
0.00
0.51

Bits

0.56
0.26
0.00
0.47

ˆ
d'

0.022
0.010
0.006
0.000
0.006

Bits/N

[$0.00–$9.25]

0.15
0.23
—
0.29

Average
RMSE

0.12
0.23
—
0.24

Percent

7.13
2.01
0.00
4.28

Bits

82.10
48.77
19.55
0.00
13.60

Bits

3.14
1.67
0.00
2.44

ˆ
d'

0.410
0.244
0.098
0.000
0.068

Bits/N

[0–100 points]

0.08
0.16
2.09
0.23

Average
RMSE

0.18
0.23
0.31
0.26

Percent

12.69
6.55
2.41
4.71

Bits

147.30
74.67
50.13
9.02
12.34

Bits

4.19
3.01
1.83
2.55

ˆ
d'

1.067
0.541
0.363
0.065
0.089

Bits/N

[€0–€1,000]

N ⫽ 138

[$0.025–$2.50]

N ⫽ 200

N ⫽ 138

N ⫽ 200

N ⫽ 90

Glöckner and
Pachur (2012)

Erev et al. (2002)

Erev et al. (2002)

Glöckner and
Pachur (2012)
Stott (2006)

Nominal outcomes

Incentive compatible outcomes

0.06
0.16
—
0.29

Average
RMSE

0.21
0.25
—
0.42

Percent

22.16
13.06
0.00
3.75

Bits

163.24
87.56
69.46
0.00
5.56

Bits

5.54
4.25
0.00
2.28

ˆ
d'

1.814
0.973
0.772
0.000
0.062

Bits/N

[£0–£40,000]

N ⫽ 90

Stott (2006)

Table 3
Unequal Outcome Analysis of the Three Recent Decision Sets Based on (a) Expected Parameter Discrimination, (b) Effect Size Discrimination, (c) Percent
Reduced Discrimination, and (d) RMSE of Simulated Parameter Recovery
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mize G2 ⫽ ⫺ 2 ⴱ ln关L共␣, ␥, ,  ⱍ x1, . . . , xN兲兴
(see Glöckner & Pachur, 2012; Rieskamp, 2008).
Minimization was achieved by first using a grid
search of the parameter values to produce an initial parameter vector for numerical minimization
in Matlab using fminsearch.m. Due to the computational intensity of the estimation routine, true
parameters were taken as the factorial combination of the sets {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} for the
range of [0, 1] and {1, 3, 5, 7, 9} for the range
[1, 10].
The simulation did not place any univariate
restrictions on the parameter estimation routine;
all parameters were estimated simultaneously
from a single collection of N choices. The estimated parameters were, however, restricted
such that estimates of ␣, ␥, and ε were in the
interval [.1, 1] and estimates of  were in the
interval [1, 10].5
The bottom row of Table 3 shows the average
RMSE for the recovered parameters. As predicted by our measures, the incentive compatible experiments are associated with a large
amount of noise for recovering all of these
parameters when assuming a population of
DMs defined by Table 2. The low range of
choice sensitivity may be responsible for the
poor parameter discrimination based on the realized incentives. The nominal outcome experiments are associated with improved recovery,
mostly for the diminishing-sensitivity and decision-weighting parameters. Even with the much
larger nominal outcome scales, estimates of
choice sensitivity and loss aversion are still
associated with large amounts of error.
There is a strong negative association between the normalized RMSE values (RMSE/
range) and the corresponding values of UPD,
showing that our measures of parameter discrimination are a good indicator of parameter
recoverability for the incentive compatible outcomes (Pearson r ⫽ ⫺0.83; Kendall  ⫽ ⫺0.
78), the nominal outcomes (r ⫽ ⫺0.93;  ⫽
⫺0.70), and across both outcomes scales (r ⫽
⫺0.91;  ⫽ ⫺0.82). Due to the differences in
outcome scale, the relative performance of recovering each of the parameters varies for each
decision set. The results support our previous
analysis that the larger outcomes increase the
recoverability of diminishing sensitivity and decision weighting at a higher rate than the recoverability of loss aversion and choice sensitivity.
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While we have demonstrated the predictive accuracy of our methodology, these results are
limited to our choices of outcome magnitude
and range of choice sensitivity.
The Description–Experience Gap
The D–E gap is an empirical finding based on
differences between DMs who choose between
described gambles and DMs who choose between an identical set of experienced gambles
(Hertwig et al., 2004; Weber et al., 2004). Description-based choices involve making decisions between the descriptions of two gambles,
similar to the gamble choices presented by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). Experience-based
choices involve making decisions without descriptions, but instead using outcomes drawn
randomly from a gamble (experienced samples). Research suggests that description-based
choices are better predicted by an inverse “S”
shaped weighting function that overweights
small probabilities, whereas experience-based
choices are better predicted by an “S” shaped
weighting function that underweights small
probabilities. This difference is known as the
D–E gap.
The empirical evidence for the D–E gap consists of preference reversals between described
and experienced versions of gamble pairs
(Hertwig et al., 2004), with the D–E gap narrowing with more experience (Hau et al., 2008)
and CPT predictions underweighting small
probabilities being more predictive than CPT
predictions overweighting small probabilities
(Ungemach et al., 2009). In terms of decision
modeling, these predictions imply different values for the decision-weighting parameter, ␥.
However, it is not clear how changing the representation of each gamble affects parameter
recoverability. Rakow, Demes, and Newell
(2008) demonstrated that presenting identical
information for both descriptions and experiences reduced the D–E gap.
Several studies demonstrated the reversal of
CPT predictions by using choice data (Hau et
al., 2008; Hertwig et al., 2004; Ungemach et al.,
2009). In general, fitting CPT parameters to
experience-based choices is performed using a
5
These restrictions are similar to those used for parameter estimation by previous research (see, e.g., Glöckner &
Pachur, 2012; Nilsson et al., 2011; Rieskamp, 2008).
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two-step process (Fox & Hadar, 2006): (a) the
gamble outcomes and probabilities are represented in the model with the relative frequencies
of each outcome that occurred during experience and (b) the CPT value and weighting functions are then applied to these outcomes and
relative frequencies to produce choice predictions. Parameter estimation is typically performed by finding a set of parameters to either
maximize percent correct prediction or maximize likelihood. We adopted this two-step process to measure expected parameter discrimination for experienced gambles represented by the
relative frequencies of each experienced outcome.
Assuming that the relative frequency of each
outcome is representative of the DM’s probability estimate for each outcome, then the granularity of their probability estimates is determined by the number of draws used to produce
the estimate. For example, three draws can produce relative frequencies in increments of 1/3
(e.g., 0, 1/3, 2/3, and 1), while five draws can
produce relative frequencies in increments of
1/5. Therefore, a probability of 0.1 cannot be
accurately estimated using relative frequencies
of five draws from a binomial distribution.
We predicted that the granularity reduction in
probability estimation would reduce the expected parameter discrimination corresponding
to the weighting-function parameter, ␥. This
prediction was based on the amplification effect
(Hertwig & Pleskac, 2008, 2010) that experiences with few draws amplify the perceived
absolute mean difference between gambles,
making choices seem easier. We based our prediction on the idea that the granularity reduction
in probability estimates produces easier choices
(i.e., larger perceived differences between gambles pairs), causing most DMs to make the same
choice despite having different decisionweighting parameters. Therefore, estimates of
decision weights from experience-based
choices are less reliable than estimates of decision weights from the equivalent descriptionbased choices. We also predicted that the higher
estimation variance associated with experienced
gambles produced a systematic bias in the estimates of decision weights, accounting for the
systematic D–E gap empirical results.
Analysis of D–E gap decision problems.
We analyzed the difference in parameter recovery for described versus experienced decision

problems using expected parameter discrimination. We used the parameter ranges presented in
Table 2 with the following exceptions. We restricted the range of true values for ␥ to [0.50,
1.00] and the range of alternative values for ␥ to
[1.00, 2.00].6 These ranges directly test the decision set on differentiating choices that overweight small probabilities (␥ ⬍ 1) from choices
that underweight small probabilities (␥ ⬎ 1).
We compiled a decision set from the literature
demonstrating the D–E gap by taking the union
of the decision problems used by Hertwig et al.
(2004); Erev et al. (2010); Rakow et al. (2008),
and Weber et al. (2004) and removing any repeated gambles. See online Supplemental Materials for a complete list of decision problems.
The parameter discrimination for the described version of the gambles was computed to
get a baseline for expected parameter discrimination. To simulate the impact of experience,
we ran a computer simulation that produced a
sample of outcomes for each gamble using three
sample sizes of 5, 10, or 15 draws per gamble.
Statistical descriptions of the samples were
computed based on the observed outcomes and
relative frequencies. These observed relative
frequencies were used as the problem sets for
the experience-based version of the gamble. For
example, the gambles (4, 0.2; 0, 0.8) and (3, 1)
could produce the five draws of {0, 0, 0, 4, 4}
and {3, 3, 3, 3, 3}, respectively. The simulation
would then compute the relative frequencies of
the outcomes and use the decision problem (4,
2/5; 0, 3/5) and (3, 5/5) to compute the parameter discrimination for the five draw version of
these gambles. Because each set of draws is
randomly generated and can differ, it is important to use averages to get a stable result. We
report the average parameter discrimination
across 100 replications in our analyses.
Table 4 presents the expected MPD and UPD
of the D–E gap decision set for the descriptions
of the gambles and for each of the sample sizes
of 5, 10, and 15 draws experienced per gamble.
The results in the description column show that
the overall expected parameter discrimination is
much higher for estimating the weightingfunction parameter, ␥, than for estimating the
remaining parameters. This reflects the fact that
6

The bounds for these decision sets were selected to be
symmetric across the reciprocal of ␥.
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Table 4
The Impact of Experience on the Measures of
Expected Parameter Discrimination for the
Gambles Used to Investigate the
Description–Experience Gap
Experienced draws
per gamble
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Description

5

10

Description–experience gap set, N ⫽ 75
MPD
11.72
10.08
10.71
2.63
4.61
3.83
UPD␣
UPD␥
6.28
1.30
3.22
UPD
0.78
1.20
1.11
UPDε
1.80
2.89
2.45

15
10.91
3.40
4.07
1.04
2.26

Note. MPD ⫽ multivariate parameter discrimination;
UPD ⫽ univariate parameter discrimination. Boldface depicts the parameter discrimination for the weighting function parameter.

the parameter ranges for computing the expected discrimination of ␥ were designed to
compare overweighting to underweighting.
Compared to the described version of the gambles, the expected UPD for the weightingfunction parameter reduces by 80% for choices
based on gambles with five experienced draws
per gamble. This reduction in discrimination
does not occur for any of the remaining parameters. The UPD for ␥ increases with more experience to roughly 65% of the described version of the gambles for 15 experienced draws
per gamble.
Bias in estimates of decision weights. The
empirical results for the D–E gap show that
decision weights are systematically higher for
experienced gambles than for described gambles. We show that this result can be explained
by the fact that increased estimation variance
can produce systematic biases in estimates of
the decision weights for DMs who actually
overweight small probabilities. This is due to
the fact that (a) the decision weight parameter is
bounded at zero and (b) overweighting small
probabilities places the theorized true parameter
value close to the lower bound. A property of
any positively skewed random variable
bounded to be greater than zero is that as variance increases, the mean increases (e.g., the 2
distribution). Therefore, we predict systematic
biases in estimation will reproduce the empirical results of D–E gap using simulated DMs that
consistently overweight small probabilities.
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Specifically, we predict that relative to description-based choices, the experienced-based
choices will lead to recovered parameters that
are biased toward underweighting small probabilities.
We demonstrated this effect using simulated
DMs set to overweight small probabilities. We
estimated 1,000 decision-weighting parameters,
␥, from the described and experienced version
of the D–E gap decision set using simulated
choices from 1,000 DMs with the parameter set
[␣, ␥, , ε] ⫽ [0.5, 0.5, 1.0, 1.0]. We selected
this particular vector of parameters to have DMs
who represent the findings from descriptionbased research: diminishing sensitivity and
overweighting small probabilities. Using the
numerical maximum likelihood method described above, only the decision-weighting parameter was estimated such that ␥ 僆 关0.1, 2兴,
and the remaining parameters were set to their
true value. Choices made on described gambles
were fit using the described gambles and
choices made on experienced gambles were fit
using the exact same experienced representation. As before, the experienced versions of the
gambles were based on 5, 10, and 15 draws
from each gamble (see the online Supplemental
Materials for a replication with alternate parameter values).
Each distribution of decision-weighting estimates is displayed in Figure 3. The true parameter value is marked at 0.5 with a dashed line.
The parameter estimates from the experienced
gambles are clearly more biased toward higher
decision weights and have more variance than
the parameter estimates from the described ver-

Figure 3. Distribution of decision weight estimates, ␥,
produced by the described and experienced version of the
description– experience gap decision set. The true decision
weight, ␥ ⫽ 0.5, is marked with a dashed line. The central
50% of the distribution of estimates is contained in the box,
the whiskers cover 1.5 times the interquartile range, and
outliers are marked with a plus sign. The median is marked
with a line and the mean is marked with an “x.” See the
online article for the color version of this figure.
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sion of the gambles. The results are due to the
minimal information gained by the experiencebased experiments to recover these parameters,
allowing estimates to vary across the full range
from [0.1, 2]. While the estimation bias (and
variance) reduces as the number of draws increases from 5 to 15, the distribution medians
never fully converge to the true value of ␥ ⫽
0.5.
Summary. Our analysis of parameters recovered from experienced gambles supports the
predictions that estimation precision is reduced
for experience-based decision problems and
that the expected parameter discrimination for
estimating ␥ is strongly reduced when gambles
are represented by samples of 5–10 draws. The
decision sets designed to study the D–E gap
reveal an alarming reduction in the information
for estimating the weighting-function parameter, ␥, relative to the diminishing-sensitivity parameter, ␣. Finally, we demonstrate how reduced parameter discrimination for experienced
gambles can potentially generate systematically
biased estimates of decision weights.
General Discussion
We developed and demonstrated the benefit
of using expected parameter discrimination to
assess the overall quality of a decision set for
estimating parameters for CPT, currently the
most widely used descriptive model of choice.
This methodology is closely linked with (adaptive) design optimization, a technique developed to effectively select stimuli to accurately
recover parameter estimates. Our proposed
methodology answers fundamental questions in
the literature of static experiments by allowing
researchers to assess (a) the overall effectiveness of previous decisions sets for parameter
recovery on any decision model, (b) the differential accuracy of estimating each parameter,
and (c) how changes in representations of decision problems can impact parameter recovery.
We have also provided tools for easily computing and interpreting these measures in an
effort to make more efficient designs easily
accessible to all behavioral researchers. We
used numerical methods that do not require
analytical solutions to apply our measures of
parameter recovery to CPT to ensure that our
approach can be easily generalized to many
models. Our demonstration covers many math-

ematical complexities including rank dependent
decision weights, the separation of gains and
losses, nonlinear functions, and multiple free
parameters. Our measures of parameter recovery can therefore be applied to a large variety of
cognitive models; the only requirement for
measuring parameter recovery with our approach is a probabilistic choice prediction and a
well-defined likelihood function. For this reason, our approach also extends easily to models
that make predictions about continuous responses (this would require only a minor modification to the likelihood function). We conclude by discussing the novel results obtained
by applying our measures to CPT and implications for future research using choice data.
The Effectiveness of
Choice Data Estimation
The most important contribution of this
method is to provide a framework for analyzing
the viability of using choice data estimation to
recover the free parameters of decision models.
Considering the discriminability of parameters
is as necessary as considering effect sizes (or
power analyzes) in psychological research. Assuming that DM’s focus on the realized incentives for each gamble, our results suggest that
choice data estimation may not currently provide very accurate results. When assuming
DM’s focus on the much higher nominal outcome scales, the performance of each decision
set improves but is still questionable. More general conclusions about the effectiveness of
choice data estimation will require detailed assumptions about appropriate ranges of choice
sensitivity and to determine how DMs perceive
nominal versus realized outcomes.
While previous research has not completely
ignored the impact of a decision set on the
quality of experimental results, we provide the
first formal analysis designed to explicitly quantify such differences. For example, when gamble outcome scales were equated, we found
little difference between the performance of a
randomly generated and experimenter designed
decision set. Each performed with roughly
equal efficiency per decision problem. More
surprisingly, the Stott (2006) decision set was
designed to reduce parameter interaction but our
measures indicate more parameter interaction in
the Stott decision set than in the randomly gen-
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erated Erev et al. (2002) decision set. Designing
decision sets to minimize parameter interactions
is a difficult task that can be more easily
achieved with our proposed measures. These
results provide strong evidence for the value of
our metrics for designing future studies.
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Parameters Differ in Their Recoverability
The relative recoverability of CPT parameters has received little normative attention.
When CPT is assumed to be the true decision
model, our results based on equated outcomes
show stark differences in parameter recovery
across a large range of outcome scales (see
Figure 2). Our general findings are that the
easiest parameters to estimate are the diminishing-sensitivity and decision-weighting parameters. The hardest parameters to estimate are the
loss-aversion and choice-sensitivity parameters,
which achieve roughly half the information
compared to diminishing sensitivity.
With regard to the loss aversion, the Glöckner and Pachur (2012) decision set was the only
experiment specifically designed to estimate
this parameter. Based on the poor recoverability
of the loss-aversion parameter, we do not believe it is coincidence that several studies debate
the existence of loss aversion all together (see
Ert & Erev, 2013, for a review). Because loss
aversion cannot be estimated without negative
outcomes, only choices involving mixed gambles can contribute toward estimating this parameter. For example, half the decision problems in the Glöckner and Pachur decision set
had negative outcomes and roughly a quarter of
the decision problems involved mixed gambles.
However, as demonstrated by our analysis of
the D–E gap, it can be more difficult to identify
decision problems that fail to contribute toward
estimating the remaining parameters, especially
decision weighting. Future tests of parameters,
such as loss aversion, can be performed under
more controlled circumstances by using our
measure of expected parameter discrimination
to equate static decisions sets in their ability to
estimate any desired parameter.
Our simulation analysis demonstrates the
complications of predicting relative performance of decision sets when outcomes scales
are not equated. The experiments with lower
payments were associated with better recovery
of choice sensitivity because the randomness in
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the choices reduced the ability to recover the
remaining parameters. The experiments with
higher payments produced choices that were
less random, and the other parameters became
easier to recover. Overall, the small incentives
used in each experiment generated large errors
for recovering all of the parameters. Therefore,
results of such experiments may be less stable if
the DMs fail to focus on the nominal payments
and their choice sensitivity is less than one.
Future research should further investigate the
tradeoff between outcome scale and choice sensitivity. For example, is it more efficient to use
larger nominal outcomes that will be associated
with lower choice sensitivity or larger realized
payments that will be associated with higher
choice sensitivity?
While we can investigate the value of a static
decision set for recovering parameters, the reverse analysis can also be informative. If a
particular parameter cannot be reliably estimated from particular classes of stimuli, we can
conclude that many different values of this parameter generate the same choices for these
stimuli, and that specific values of this parameter are not as important for the model’s predictions. This type of conclusion is precisely the
question one needs to ask when evaluating the
importance of decision weights for making
choices between experienced gambles.
Empirical Evidence for the
Description–Experience Gap
There has been much research on the D–E
gap seeking to examine the impact of experience on the shape of the weighting function. We
find that experience can drastically reduce the
information available for differentiating a DM’s
true decision-weighting parameter from an alternative parameter. In accordance with the
D–E gap empirical evidence mentioned above,
our analysis shows that increasing the number
of experienced draws increases the parameter
recoverability. Moreover, our analysis shows
that few experienced draws change the nature of
the choices that DM’s are making, similar to the
amplification effect (Hertwig & Pleskac, 2008,
2010), and reduces the impact of different types
of decision weights to produce different choices. These results support a similar analysis from
Broomell, Budescu, and Por (2011) that found
high levels of overlap between a variety of
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models attempting to predict choice from experiences. Our results also complement results
from Rakow et al. (2008) where the D–E gap is
reduced when DMs see the exact same summaries of decision problems. Finally, relative to
decision weights estimated from described
gambles, decision weights estimated from experienced gambles can lead to systematically
biased estimates that correspond with the empirical results of the D–E gap.
There are other psychological processes that
can be linked to the continued D–E gap in very
large sample sizes where relative frequencies
converge to the described versions of the gambles. Future research could easily incorporate
theories of number bias (Baird & Noma, 1978,
p. 109) to show how subjective estimates of
probability that are rounded to numbers typical
of subjective judgment (e.g., 0.01, .05, .25, etc.)
influence the expected parameter discrimination
for estimating decision weights from choice.
Implications for Future Research
Our framework can also be used as a method
for calibrating static experiments for specific
research goals. Improved decision sets can be
created with the goal of achieving a minimal
standard of expected parameter discrimination
for estimating a set of parameters from a theorized distribution of participants. One method
for creating improved decision sets involves
applying our measures to the individual decision problems. Decision sets can be created by
ordering a collection of decision problems
based on estimation precision and retaining the
subset of decision problems that meet a minimal
standard. Additionally, researchers seeking optimal designs should apply the Bayes D-optimum criterion to maximize the joint information gained by a decision set or, better yet,
employ adaptive design optimization.
Static experiments must be designed to match
the statistical assumptions of the estimation procedure. One important assumption of currently
used maximum likelihood routines involves
treating each choice as an independent observation. In our framework, we carried this assumption forward to solve for expected parameter
discrimination of an entire decision set as the
sum of the expected parameter discrimination
from each decision problem. Therefore, violations of the independence assumption can easily

lead to poorly designed decision sets when using expected parameter discrimination. Consider the extreme case where a single decision
problem produces more information gain than
any other decision problem. The maximal expected parameter discrimination for a decision
set of size N is achieved with N repetitions of
the same decision problem. However, the actual
parameter discrimination of the entire experiment will collapse if, as is likely, the DM remembers previous choices and violates the assumption of choice independence. This problem
is not unique to our measures and will have the
same deleterious effect on any estimation routine.
There are many estimation methods that
could be used besides maximum likelihood that
also deserve consideration, such as Bayesian
hierarchical estimation (Nilsson et al., 2011)
and the use of proper scoring rules (Merkle &
Steyvers, 2013; Selten, 1998). Some of these
approaches are especially desirable as they control for the effect of prediction extremity in
model comparisons. Likelihood-based approaches, in contrast, favor models that make
moderate probabilistic predictions over extreme
probabilistic predictions. Future work should
consider extending the proposed approach to a
variety of estimation methods.
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Appendix A
Proof of Equation 5
Proposition
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The measure of expected MPD in Equation 4 is an upper bound for the Bayes D-optimum
criterion for optimal designs.
Bayes D-optimum ⫽ Ex[DKL(p( ⱍ x) 储 p())] ⫽ I(x;)

⫽Ep(0)关DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x))兴 ⱕ Ep(0)Ep(1)关DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x ⱍ 1))兴 .

(18)

Proof
We can solve for the relationship between these two criteria using Jensen’s inequality
(⫺ E关log共x兲兴 ⱖ ⫺ log关E共x兲兴).
Bayes D-optimum ⫽ Ep(0)关DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x))兴 ⫽ Ep(0)关DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 Ep(1)[p(x ⱍ 1)])兴

冋

⫽ Ep(0) Ep(x ⱍ 0)log

p(x ⱍ 0)

Ep(1)关p(x ⱍ 1)兴

册

⫽ Ep(0)[Ep(x ⱍ 0)[log p(x ⱍ 0) ⫺ log Ep(1)[p(x ⱍ 1)]]]
ⱕ Ep(0)[Ep(x ⱍ 0)[log p(x ⱍ 0) ⫺ Ep(1)[log p(x ⱍ 1)]]]
⫽ Ep(0)[Ep(x ⱍ 0)[Ep(1)[log p(x ⱍ 0) ⫺ log p(x ⱍ 1)]]]
⫽ Ep(0)[Ep(1)[Ep(x ⱍ 0)[log p(x ⱍ 0) ⫺ log p(x ⱍ 1)]]]

冋 冋

⫽ Ep(0) Ep(1) Ep(x ⱍ 0)log

p(x ⱍ 0)

p(x ⱍ 1)

册册

⫽ Ep(0)Ep(1)[DKL(p(x ⱍ 0) 储 p(x ⱍ 1))]

This proof shows that the expected parameter discrimination is an upper bound on the information gain of the experiment. That means that experiments with very low parameter discrimination are constricted in the potential information that can be gained by the experiment. While the
maximum of these two measures is not identical, experiments with larger parameter discrimination
will perform better, on average, in discriminating the parameters of a randomly drawn DM from
another randomly drawn DM.
(Appendices continue)
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Appendix B
Proof of Equation 9
Proposition
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Let p共x兲 ⫽ N共0,1兲 and q共x兲 ⫽ N共0 ⫹ d', 1兲. The KL divergence between these distributions
KLbits ⫽ K共p共x兲 储 q共x兲兲 is a function of d’, given by the following equality:
KLbits ⫽

(d')2
2 ⴱ ln(2)

Proof
Let p共x兲 ⫽ N共0,1兲 and q共x兲 ⫽ N共0 ⫹ d',1兲. Compute the KL divergence using natural
logarithms to get KL divergence in nats.
Knats(p(x) 储 q(x)) ⫽

冋

兰 p(x)

冋 冉兹
冋 冉兹 冊
x

⫽

兰 p(x) ⴱ
x

⫽

兰 p(x) ⴱ
x

⫽

兰

p(x) ⴱ

x

⫽
⫽
⫽

1

ln

1
1

ln(q(x))

⫺(x ⫺ 0)2
e
2

2

ln

冋

1

2

⫹

2

⫽

兰 p(x) ⴱ 关ln(p(x)) ⫺ ln(q(x))兴

冊 冉兹
冉兹 冊
x

2
⫺

1

⫺ ln

⫺(x ⫺ 0)2

(x ⫺ (0 ⫹ d'))2

⫺(x ⫺ (0 ⫹ d'))2
2

2

1

⫺ ln

(x ⫺ 0)2
2

e

册

⫽

2

1

⫺

冊册

⫺(x ⫺ (0 ⫹ d'))2
2

册

兰 p(x) ⴱ [(x ⫺ ( ⫹ d')) ⫺ (x ⫺  ) ]

2x

0

2

0

2

兰 p(x) ⴱ 关2d' ⫺ 2d'x ⫹ (d') 兴

冋

2

0

2x
2

1

册

ln(p(x))

兰

兰

册

兰

2d'0 p(x) ⫺ 2d' p(x) ⴱ x ⫹ (d')2 p(x)
x

x

x

关2d'0 ⫺ 2d'0 ⫹ (d')2兴 ⫽
2

2

(d')
2

Convert the KL divergence in nats to KL divergence in bits by dividing by the natural log of 2.
KLbits ⫽

Knats
ln(2)

⫽

(d')2
2 ⴱ ln(2)

Solve for d= and the mean shift between two standard normal distributions can be computed as
a function of the KL divergence (in bits) through the following equality:
d' ⫽ 兹2 ⴱ ln(2) ⴱ KLbits
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